ISPS-US 2021 Virtual Conference:
Moving Toward Shared Understandings in Psychosis and Extreme States:
Professional, Individual, and Family Perspectives

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
* = Credit offered; ✓ = Creative Healing Space; All times are in EDT/EST (New York time)
U.S. Daylight Savings Time ends Sunday; set your clocks back an hour!

Friday, November 5
11:00 - 11:15 am: Welcome and Introductory Remarks

11:15 am - 12:15 pm Breakout Sessions
- **Stephen Betuker, MSW & Ashley Wilson, MS**
  *US Police Reform by using CBTP for Police Co-Response Teams*
- **Brigitte Ladisch, PhD**
  *Psychosis and the Mental Health System: A Personal and Professional Perspective*
- **Jolanda Fernández Ruiz, MS**
  *Insolitart, Beyond Art Therapy: An Integrative Rehab Project*

12:15 - 12:30 pm Break

12:30 - 1:30 pm Breakout Sessions
- **John Adenle & Oluwatobi Sodimu**
  *Creative Engagements for Ameliorating Loneliness and Trauma: Post Covid-19 Story ✓
- **Françoise Davoine, PhD**
  *Unprecedented Dialogue*
- **Tomas Fogl, MD, FRCPC**
  *Happy Hiking and CBT: An Integrative Group CBT for Positive Psychology and Psychosis Centered Around Hiking*

1:30 - 3:00 pm Break for Lunch, Virtual Creative Healing Space, ePosters
Please visit our ePosters at [my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting](my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting) and leave comments for the authors.

3:00 - 4:00 pm Breakout Sessions
- **Nadya Gomez**
  *Casual Creative Therapy ✓
- **Holly Kelsey; Shannon LaBelle; Bronwyn O'Brien; Helen Thai; Nicola Patricia Wright, PhD**
  *Creating Change Together*
- **Marina Mazur, PhD & Kasia Jowett Garland, PsyD**
  *Approaching Psychosis and Extreme States in Graduate Training*

4:00 - 4:15 pm Break

4:15 - 5:15 pm Breakout Sessions
- **Anne Liao; Shelly Ben-David, PhD, RSW; Rory Higgs; Tracy Windsor**
  *Reflections on Community-Engaged Research on Cultural and Relational Contexts of Early Psychosis in BC, Canada*
- **Randy Morrison, MPH, BS, CIPSS; Sarah Lynch, LCSW, MSW; Saras Yerlig, CIPSS**
  *Intentional Peer Support Integration within a Multidisciplinary Early Intervention Team in Maine*
- **Paul S. Saks, PhD**
  *The Mask of the Beast: Extreme States, Madness and Exile into Otherness as Depicted in History, Art and Culture* ✓

5:15 - 6:00 pm Break

6:00 - 7:00 pm Social/Discussion Time
Saturday, November 6

11:00 - 11:30 am Welcome, Awards, Honoring Ann Louise Silver, Founding President of ISPS-US

11:30 am - 12:30 pm **Keynote Address:** Jaakko Seikkula, PhD
*Dialogue Cures in Psychotic Problems: That’s Because Psychotic Behavior is a Part of Normal Life as Dialogue is the Basis of Humanity* *

12:30 - 12:45 pm Break

12:45 - 1:45 pm **Plenary Panel:** Pat A. Wright, MEd; Tanya Frank, MFA; Cindy Peterson-Dana, LMHC; Georgia Martin, MD
*Creating Cohesion in the Chaos*

1:45 - 2:00 pm Break

2:00 - 3:15 pm **ISPS-US Annual Meeting**, Virtual Creative Healing Space, ePosters
Please visit our ePosters at [my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting](my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting) and leave comments for the authors.

3:15 - 4:15 pm Breakout Sessions
- **Yulia Landa, PsyD, MS; Joseph S. DeLuca, PhD; Michael Jacobs, MA; Jessica Levitt, Philip T. Yanos, PhD**
  *Understanding Voice Hearing Through Theatre* *
- **Kathleen Lowenstein**
  *Engaging the Margins: Exploring the Intersections of Critical Mental Health and Bioethics* *
- **Elisa Nelson, PhD**
  *Recovery-Oriented Cognitive Therapy for Families* *

4:15 - 4:30 pm Break

4:30 - 5:30 pm Breakout Sessions
- **Satu Lilja Beverley, MSSC, MA**
  *Recovery Under Biomedical Model Versus Open Dialogue* *
- **Will E. Hall, MA, DiplPW, Cert. OD & Rachel Flanigan**
  *Factors Predicting Antipsychotic Discontinuation in the Maastricht World Survey on Antipsychotic Withdrawal* *
- **Sayuka Yamazaki; Toshiko Kobayashi, MA, LCAT, ATCS, ATR-BC; Eun Hong Park, ATR**
  *Origami Therapy with Residents at Transitional Home in New York City under Covid Restrictions* *

5:30 - 6:00 pm Break

6:00 - 7:00 pm Social/Discussion Time
Sunday, November 7
Set clocks back an hour: U.S. Daylight Savings Time ends!

11:00 - 11:15 am Welcome and a glimpse of next year’s (in-person, we hope) conference

11:15 am - 12:15 pm Honoree Address: Keris Jän Myrick, MBA, MS
Silence Me Not: The Power of Words to Break the Chains of Mental Health Oppression*

12:15 - 12:30 pm Break

12:30 - 1:30 pm Plenary Panel: Dmitriy Gutkovich; Cardum Harmon Penn, MA; Ronda "Ro" Speight, NYCPS; Jeanette Toledo
Experts-by-Experience: Creating Change Through Lived Experience

1:30 - 3:00 pm Break for Lunch, Virtual Creative Healing Space, ePosters
Please visit our ePosters at my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting and leave comments for the authors.

3:00 - 4:00 pm Breakout Sessions
• Marilyn Charles, PhD, ABPP
  The Establishment and the Mystic: Extreme Experience and Social Context*
• Gerald Jordan, PhD
  Conceptual and Empirical Differences Between Clinical Recovery, Personal Recovery and Posttraumatic Growth Following Psychosis*
• Ron Unger, LCSW
  The Role of Radical Skepticism in Madness and Recovery*

4:00 - 4:30 pm Conclusion

ePosters
Please visit our multimedia ePosters at my.ltb.io/#/showcase/isps-us-annual-meeting and leave comments for the authors. ePosters will be available to visit throughout the conference.

• Claire L. Bien, MEd
  IPS Semi-Rap ✓

• Cassandra Fehr; Tomas Fogl, MD, FRCPC; Holly Kelsey; Barna Konkoly-Thege; Shannon LaBelle; Jasmine Lyons; Julia Marinos; Bronwyn O'Brien; Lynn Rutledge; Jonathan Samosh; Sage Sezlik; Noor Sharif; Helen Thai; Emma Wright; Nicola Patricia Wright, PhD
  The Diversity and Inclusiveness of Participatory Action Approaches: Expanding our Horizons

• Shannon LaBelle; Cassandra Fehr; Tomas Fogl, MD, FRCPC; Holly Kelsey; Barna Konkoly-Thege; Jasmine Lyons; Julia Marinos; Bronwyn O'Brien; Lynn Rutledge; Jonathan Samosh; Sage Sezlik; Noor Sharif; Helen Thai; Emma Wright; Nicola Patricia Wright, PhD
  Participatory Action Research and Co-Design: An Ethical Framework for Evolving Approaches

• Denise Maratos, EdM
  Extreme States: Breakthroughs or Breakdowns

• Denise Maratos, EdM
  WHO IS SHE ✓

• Denise Maratos, EdM
  TO DIE BEFORE YOU DIE ✓